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We use our Corporate and Social Responsibility 
(CSR) programme to set challenging goals in 
terms of our environmental impact, customer 
service, charitable works and our standing as an 
employer.  In short, we strive to improve in every 
area. 

In terms of CSR it’s fair to describe 2016 as a 
year of consolidation and re� ection. By in large 
we continued with the same approach to CSR 
and watched many of our previous initiatives 
reach maturity during 2016. We reviewed who’s 
responsible for each facet, how we develop goals 
and what more we could do in the future; the 
future being 2017 and beyond.

We celebrated our 10th anniversary in the UK during 2016. Ten years on from 
our humble beginnings we pride ourselves on being a quality insurance 
provider; one of the � rst names in Legal Expenses Insurance and Assistance 
business. To us, quality means more than just being able to o� er great 
products and services...  

It’s also about being 
a sustainable and ethical 
corporate citizen. 

We celebrated our 10We celebrated our 10th anniversary in the UK during 2016. Ten years on from 
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Despite 2016 being 
a period of re� ection the 
results are still encouraging.

More importantly the initiatives and ideas 
developed in 2016 should ensure that 2017 and 
future years are even more so. 

“ “

Our Customers and the Insureds

28%+ 32%+

Commercial
Policy
Holders

Assistance
Policy
Holders

2016 was yet another successful year for ARAG plc.  
We grew the number of customers we work with 
(brokers, solicitors, MGAs and other agents) and 
insured more businesses and individuals than ever 
before.  

For example, in 2016 we increased the number 
of commercial policy holders by 28% and 
the number of assistance policy holders by a 
staggering 32%.  In fact we � nished 2016 with 
just shy of two-million Before-the-Event risks on 
cover!  
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…three prestigious awards which cement our status as a quality insurance provider.   

Team of the Year 2016

We’re also proud winners 
of the Underwriting 
Service Awards: 

1.

2.

3.



Our Environment

  Increased recycling
  A reduction in the number of domestic � ights
  A signi� cant reduction in CO2 emissions relating to our � eet
  A near 30% reduction in CO2 emissions relating to product literature as we push for 

digitalisation
  Cutting the distribution chain for product literature; now it goes directly from the 

printers to our customers
  Reducing the number of suppliers and thus deliveries for similar products e.g. milk and 

fruit deliveries
  Increase in Earned Income and Head Count

Tonnes of CO2
   

O�  ce   (e.g. 
electricity, gas, water)

Business Travel  
(excluding commuting)

Paper Usage 
(internal & product)

Gross Emissions  
(Sum of the above) 
Recycling  
(Tonnes of CO2)

NET Emissions

Earned Income (£m)
Tonnes /Earned Income
Average Headcount
Tonnes /Head

 2016 

85.00

45.46

3.28

133.74 

(-0.83)

132.90

12.2
10.96

92
1.44

 2015 

88.00 

66.11

3.93

158.04  

(0.67)

157.37

11.1
14.24

82
1.92

 2014 

99.00

39.11

20.94

159.05  

(0.58)

158.47

11.8
13.48
72.5
2.19

At the end of 2016, net emissions stood at the 
lowest levels on record – 132.90 tonnes of CO2.  
To put this in perspective, our emissions per 
Earned Income fell by just over 23% to 10.96 
tCO2  and per head fell by almost 25%.  This is a 
remarkable achievement and far in excess of our 
goals.  This was achieved in part by:

OLDER VEHICLES HAVE BEEN 
REPLACED WITH LOWER EMITTING 
VEHICLES WITH AN AVERAGE OF 

just 111.33 g/Km

WE EXPECT THIS TO IMPROVE FURTHER 
WITH THE INTRODUCTION OF OUR 
fi rst hybrid vehicle in 2017!

Last year we o� set our 2015 carbon emissions 
through a Veri� ed Carbon Standard (VCS) 
project in Brazil and by planting 159 trees
in our local South West region.

We intend a similar 
approach to our 2016 

emissions.

 reducing 
our CO2 emissions

The makeup of our � eet 

played a signi� cant role in



Our Workplace

They’re what makes our business tick and what 
makes us stand out from the rest.  We therefore 
take engagement very seriously.  For the second 
year running, ARAG plc was accredited with Two 
Star status by Best Companies; we are therefore 
an ‘Outstanding Employer.’

Whilst we’re very proud of this achievement the 
results highlighted various areas for improvement 
in our quest to achieve Three Star accreditation 
and perhaps a place on the illustrious Times 
Top 100 Companies list.  Through reviewing and 
updating our Wellbeing Strategy, our approach to 
Learning and Development and our day-to-day 
work practices (e.g. Agile Working), we hope to 
make that leap in 2017.

They’re what makes our business tick and what 
makes us stand out from the rest.  We therefore 

Our sta�  make us what we are; 
as demonstrated by the 
Underwriting Service Awards.  

Best
Companies

WE INCREASED THE 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE 
LEARNERS
(those studying for a 
professional quali� cation)
by just over 

58%! 

DURING 2016 AN AVERAGE OF

 20.7% of our staff 

WERE STUDYING 
TOWARDS A 
PROFESSIONAL 
QUALIFICATION

WE BROKE THE 

90 barrier!  
FROM JUST SIX WHEN WE 
OPENED OUR DOORS 
IN 2006 TO 90 TEN 
YEARS LATER; 
AND WE’RE STILL 
GROWING!

WE ONCE AGAIN 
SURPASSED THE 

Minimum and 
Living 
Wage 
STANDARD

But what was noteworthy about 2016?



Ronald McDonald House, 
Bristol is an independent charity 
which provides ‘Home from Home’ 
accommodation, free of charge, 
to the families of critically ill
children receiving care at the 
Bristol Royal H� pital for Children.

This achievement represents 0.35% of Pre-Tax 
Pro� ts; a � gure equal to last year and one that 
surpasses many others in the industry.The 
majority of the funds our sta�  raised went to 
Ronald McDonald House (Bristol) but various 
other good causes also bene� ted.

In addition to the monies raised, sta�  gave ‘wish 
list goods’ and their time to Ronald McDonald 
House.For example, several members of our new 
charity committee built a Wendy-house in the 
Ronald McDonald Garden.

Our Community and Social Impact

This achievement represents This achievement represents 0.35% of Pre-Tax 
Pro� ts; a � gure equal to last year and one that Pro� ts; a � gure equal to last year and one that 
surpasses many others in the industry.The surpasses many others in the industry.The 

Our sta�  raised
for charity in 2016;
that’s just over 
per head.

£ 8,448

£ 91



Despite our success, during 2016 we came to the conclusion that we 
could do more; we could be more focussed and strategic in our approach 
to charitable works.  As such we established a new committee, ACT (the 
ARAG Charity Team). Comprised of sta�  from across the business, ACT 
now has clear terms of reference and the mandate to drive our e� orts in 
the future.
now has clear terms of reference and the mandate to drive our e� orts in now has clear terms of reference and the mandate to drive our e� orts in 

In 2017 we’re proud to support FOCUS, 
a charity supporting the sta�  and patients 
at the oncology unit in Gloucester. 
Find out how we get on in our next year 
report. To learn more or to donate email 
ACT@arag.co.uk or visit 
www.virginmoneygiving.com/ARAGLEI
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